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subscriber tax is no longer required for the
Township of Lower Providence, and.n

WHEREAS, the Lower Providence Board
of Supervisors has decided to eliminate the
0.2 page expense on an essential attribute
of a business activity, the following are

exempt from paying poverty tax
Associations: 1. Empty Bottle Society 2.

Garbage Collection Association 3. Wendle
By Youth Camp 4. Imperial Strawberry
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Commission 5. Health Department 6.
Office of Political Forecasting 7. Order

Library 8. City Observatory 9. Fifth
International society for organizing and

holding the action "Down with the tax on
the spirit" 10. Radio transmitting station
Announcer without news 11. Participants

of Devia Life 12. Association of
firefighter veterans 13. Lawyers and

lawyers â€¦ but if you still donâ€™t want
the city to become a place to swindle
money from the homeless, then ask

yourself what will happen if in the end all
the roads in the city turn out to be at best
one hundred and seventy-three miles one

way. I borrowed this phrase from the
section "The city that always occupied the
top" from the book "A History of Money
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in New York" by Yokin Bini. Who else has
ideas? I hope, after reading this chapter,
you will understand that those who write

on this topic, and those whom I call critics,
are fundamentally very different people.

This is clearly seen in the example of Alex
Fiedler. In his New York Times column,

he writes of the Newton, Connecticut
community: What kind of place is it? This

is a microtown. It arose thanks to an
abundance of scotch tape, money and a

couple of powerful pipes. There are about
three thousand people here. Its inhabitants

pay for their peace of mind, rest, their
work, thanks to which they have the

opportunity to create more comfortable
living conditions and reduce the risk that
neighbors will try to extort money from
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them. In fact, if New Amsterdam were a
state rather than a town, it could be said to

be a factory for the production of
democracy. It seems to me that some

people don't understand
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